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OUR STORY
A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure. In 1972 that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia overland to Australia. It took several months, and at the end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first travel guide, Across Asia on the Cheap. Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies. Lonely Planet was born.

Today, Lonely Planet has offices in Dublin, Franklin, London, Melbourne, Oakland, Beijing and Delhi, with more than 600 staff and writers. We share Tony’s belief that ‘a great guidebook should do three things: inform, educate and amuse’.

OUR WRITERS

Celeste Brash
Celeste first visited French Polynesia in 1991, fell in love with the place and the man who would become her husband, and moved to the country in 1995. After five years pearl farming and raising babies on a remote atoll, she and her family moved to Tahiti where they spent the next 10 years surfing, dancing, swimming and, oh yeah, working. She now divides her time between Tahiti and Portland, Oregon. During all this moving about her award-winning writing has appeared in publications from the BBC to National Geographic. Find more about her at www.celestebrash.com.

Jean-Bernard Carillet
Paris-based journalist and photographer Jean-Bernard is a French Polynesia expert. So far, he has explored 29 islands in the five archipelagos and has clocked up more than 13 trips. For this gig he searched for the most idyllic motu (small islets), the best manta-ray encounters, the most thrilling lagoon tours, the tastiest poisson cru, the most romantic resorts and the best value accommodations. His favourite experiences included diving with hundreds of grey sharks on Fakarava, swimming in Makemo lagoon – the most translucent water he’s ever seen – and climbing Mt Duff in the Gambier Archipelago.